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The remembrance and memorialization of warriors has long been a significant element in many societies and cultures. One of history's earliest records of commemoration is from the Greeks during the Peloponnesian War. The forms and processes of remembering and memorializing have changed, and continue to do so. The United States also has a long tradition of paying special respect to those military members that have given the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, in the service of their county during times of hostilities. This thesis examines the history of military memorialization, but within a specific focus on unique segments of the military and select government agencies. It covers memorialization practices from the Greeks until present day focusing on elite military special operations units. It examines how these national mission forces (NMF) and civilian counterpart organizations have developed and sustained their memorial programs. As military operations in Iraq are now concluded and those in Afghanistan are coming to a close, this thesis seeks to move forward the effort to recognize those fallen warriors from those conflicts in meaningful and lasting ways.
Special Operations Commemoration: Monuments, Memory & Memorialization Practices of Elite Organizations
Historian Thomas Laqueuer identified the two central themes used for this study, noting, with regard to war, that "remembrance follows armed conflict, as night follows day" and the more universal feeling that "everyone has a memorable life to live, or in any case the right to a life story." 1 This paper acknowledges both of these concepts as truths and attempts to start a dialogue within the Army's Senior Leadership about commemorating the contributions of elite military organizations. How do we foster remembrance while respecting the "right" to a life story? Can we use life stories as part of a memorial complex to commemorate group achievements and at the same time honor individuals? And, in the environment of the special operations community, how do life stories emerge from behind the fog of secrecy and classification to allow for a sufficient process of remembrance?
Formal remembrance and memorialization of warriors has long been a significant element in many societies and cultures. One of history's earliest records is from Thucydides, writing during the Peloponnesian War. He captures the eloquent funeral oration of the Athenian leader Pericles paying respect to the men killed in battle. The eulogy spoken by Pericles over two thousand years ago is as applicable to our fallen comrades today as they were then. In reference to the fallen warriors he said, "not only are they commemorated by columns and inscriptions, but there dwells also an unwritten memorial of them, graven not on stone but in the hearts of men." 2 In some ways, however, the ancient Greeks appear exceptional, or at least precocious in their democratic forms of memorialization. Commemorative practices up until the 1900s as a general rule honored individual commanders or the "great men."
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The two world wars of the twentieth century ushered in a new paradigm in commemoration, one that seeks to recognize the ordinary individual rather than the commander or the abstract organizational unit. 3 Commemoration of units has a somewhat longer history, especially in the British tradition, and has often been used to instill a sense of pride and esprit de corps. Commemorating individuals can have a similar effect. Honoring those who gave the ultimate sacrifice can inspire an organization to achieve excellence or endure hardships, and provides a sense of family and unity within our chosen profession.
The forms and processes of remembering and memorializing soldiers has its own history within the United States. In general Americans have been quicker to acknowledge individuals rather than just great men or units. As the United States emerges from the current wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, it will become important for us as a nation and as a military to consider how to portray the sacrifices of those who lost their lives in these wars. Whatever national narrative is written it will undoubtedly be controversial based on divided public support for these conflicts. This essay begins with a look at the history of commemoration through the ages. It then links the important components of commemoration, memory, and form and also identifies recent
Congressional legislation that may impact commemoration practices. It then looks at memorialization practices of some of the most elite organizations within the Department of Defense as well as their strategic allies with the Interagency community. Finally, it
gives some suggestions targeted at the Army and the Joint Special Operations
Command in order to move them towards the development of a comprehensive commemorative strategy to support our most recent conflicts.
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According to noted author Jay Winter, commemoration is considered the natural continuation of the mourning process by the survivors in an attempt to rebalance the socio-cultural harmony that has been thrown off balance. 4 One challenge of any commemoration is determining its primary purpose. Is it to honor the dead, comfort the survivors, or meet some other expectation? Generally speaking, most commemorative efforts, regardless of their form, will on some level honor the dead, and by doing so provide comfort to the survivors. Typically, memorials substitute for headstone markers, and are designed to displace thoughts from the fact of death to the contemplation of the individual's values displayed in life. Monuments can embody the dual potentials of commemoration by combining the artistic form, whether statue or obelisk, with engraved names, thereby meeting both the individual and collective nature of commemoration.
Even a list of names can rise above simple individual memorialization; by its magnitude it demonstrates how the community or organization itself has sacrificed. One French prisoner of war in 1918 defined a goal as worthy now as it was then. Speaking to the purpose for an enduring monument commemorating the war dead, he said "their names should be glorified not only by the generations that have witnessed their heroism, but by all generations. They must therefore be forever engraved on our most durable monuments, so that they may be transmitted to our children, who will return to them in tribute what they receive from them in example." 5 Commemoration is crafted; it does not occur by itself. It emerges through the actions of both groups and individuals, combining personal memories of individuals with the connectedness achieved in shared events. War memorials produce feelings both intensely personal and profoundly public, and should provide meaning and function within a society. 6 Now that the U.S. war in Iraq has concluded and U.S. participation in the war in
Afghanistan is drawing to a close, the United States, as a nation, is faced with the task of shaping how those events will be interpreted for current and future generations of Americans. The American people have long struggled over the most appropriate ways to remember and commemorate their past, especially when it comes to wars. 7 Regardless of which political party is in power, commemorative efforts for Iraq and
Afghanistan are likely to be surrounded by controversy.
Memorial design, form, and function will be among the most contentious issues, not even taking into account the debates on the moral justifications for the war. This kind of controversy is not new; every war our nation has fought has prompted similar debates about building memorials. Since the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, noteworthy individuals and special groups, especially veterans and family members, have campaigned for and lobbied the federal government to establish national monuments. They advocated for creating official federal holidays and sponsored rituals designed to ensure that Americans remember their wars and conflicts as instances of national unity. Every generation of Americans has seen the nation involved in a major conflict, and as a result our national identity is tightly linked with the commemoration and memory of past wars.
For example, the establishment of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial offers some insight about how events may play out for the next major monument in our nation's capital. Despite the initial controversy in the early 1980s about the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, it has become a symbol of healing for the nation. In the end, the memorial has received accolades from diverse groups to include the veterans themselves, the general public, and both ends of the political spectrum, the left, right, and everyone in between. This remarkable memorial was somehow able to bridge the deep divisions within our country. 8 Over the past thirty years it has been the most visited War Memorial in our nation, typically drawing more than four million visitors each year.
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Although this paper will survey commemorative practices throughout the ages, it will focus on the important role commemoration plays within societies and to a lesser degree within elite organizations. when it comes to current commemorative practices. This paper begins the dialogue to create a lasting legacy that will serve the organization for years to come. celebrations are also included in these practices. In most cases there is a desire to link the fallen and the cause for which they sacrificed their lives. 10 Therefore the goal in commemoration is to show that the cause was worthy to extract such a heavy price of death. Monuments and other commemorative elements are erected or enacted in order to capture ideals and values and pass them along to future generations. They seek to develop material forms that will endure the passage of time so that others will appreciate and understand the nature of the sacrifice, without these permanent displays their contributions might simply be forgotten. prior to their festival of thanksgiving to the sun. 12 Early Christians inscribed names of the dead on diptychs or altar lists which were then read by the priest. Japan and China also have ancient practices in which they honor their dead, which are known as the Feast of Lanterns. The Catholic Church encouraged people to approach "All Souls
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Day" as a time to disengage from the trials and tribulations of everyday life and reflect on those dearly departed and remember why they were so dear to you and what lasting impact they had on your life.
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In many cultures warriors become the embodiment of the ideals and standard that a particular society holds dear. A few notable examples include Achilles, the most famous Greek warrior, King Leonidas of Sparta, and Alexander the Great. To varying degrees these thought patterns still prevail in the twenty-first century. 14 Thucydides' account of Pericles' funeral oration in 431 BCE is even today familiar to many modern day warriors. It has been so influential in western culture that is said to have influenced President Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg address. In addition to Pericles' speech, Athenian war dead generally were memorialized by having their names inscribed in stone tablets which were part of a larger stone monument. In a highly class conscious society it was significant that the individual names were listed and were also categorized by campaign and tribe. 15 This practice may have inspired Sir Edwin Lutyen, the master British artist that emerged after World War I. He designed over ninety war memorials, of which his most famous work is his memorial to the missing at the Battle of the Somme at Thiepval, which has over 73,357 names engraved on the walls of the memorial. It shows the specific attention paid to the recording of each individual and how they might form the basis of the commemorative process.
In death, Spartan custom, which differed significantly from the Athenians, did not allow for a headstone except for two specific instances. The first being for Spartan women who died during childbirth and the second was afforded to the soldier who had been killed in battle. If the death occurred in war the soldier's name was inscribed on the headstone with "in war" listed below it. As previously stated, commemorating individual war dead, especially by name, is a relatively new phenomenon that began at the conclusion of the American Civil War and has gained momentum ever since. 21 One would have to look all the way back to the classical Athens and the Hellenistic period to find a time when all individuals killed in warfare were honored and commemorated as a regular practice. In the intervening centuries very little post-mortem attention was paid to individual burials. The emergence of this practice after the American Civil War and on into the twentieth century has been responsible for a "memory boom" and has fundamentally changed the way nations recognize and pay homage to the common soldier. 22 A testament to this practice is the proliferation of monuments at Gettysburg, where there are over thirteen hundred monuments and markers dedicated to both units and individuals clearly demonstrating the enthusiasm involved in leaving lasting legacies in spaces newly defined as sacred. 23 Without the commemorative efforts of the Civil War veterans in the 1890s, our modern memory and understanding of that conflict would not be what it is today. Civil
War veterans held monuments, markers, and tablets in extremely high regard. In one sense the monuments were viewed as reincarnated soldiers who served to honor both the men who had died as well as those who survived and were able to erect the monuments. 24 The period of World War I, arguably a major event in the transition to "modernity,"
led to a dramatic increase in individuals being named as part of a larger memorialization process. Prior to the introduction of mass conscription during the Napoleonic Wars, most soldiers had been volunteers, professionals, and soldiers for hire. But it was only with the scale of World War I that it seemed that every man went to war. Very many bodies were never recovered for individual burial, and therefore much significance was attached to the names of individuals. Naming individual war dead on memorials in effect reclaimed each individual victim and returned them to an individual existence. In effect the memorial process was designed with the goal of ensuring that each war dead would have "Their Name Liveth for Evermore" in an attempt to connect commemoration to history. 25 For the United States, the repatriation of war dead from World War I was the single largest driver in commemoration practices for that conflict. should incorporate the sacrifices of our comrades into the fabric of our "Army Strong"
warrior culture and Special Operations collective memory. As with any commemorative effort there is a real concern that despite efforts to memorialize significant national events that current and subsequent generations may grow up with without the knowledge and understanding of the sacrifices made by previous veterans. 35 
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The Army, the larger military enterprise, and Interagencies narrative of the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq will undoubtedly be told to future generations. Despite how these conflicts are viewed in the future, whether as noble undertakings or misguided pursuits, the sacrifices and heroism of the individuals who participated will be remembered. The form that the commemorative effort will take, however, is yet to be determined.
Physical memorials can assist with conveying knowledge about past events but memory plays an integral part as well. In order to appreciate the value of memory in commemorative practices one must be aware of the different kinds of memory that shape memorialization.
"Memory," especially within a community, is not a simple concept, nor a single process. In one formulation there are several different types, some building on the others. "Collective memories" are powerful to both the organization and the individuals within that organization. Individuals within a group define themselves not only by the traits they personally possess but also by the groups they are associated with and where they fit into the historical context of that organization. Collectively defining an organization's historical memories helps establish identities for future generations of the organization. 36 Collective memories emanate from shared communications which are transferred, thus creating an identity building capacity and are equally responsible for the development and the assigned meaning of past events through narratives, symbols, and signs. "Communicative memory" is categorized as the memory of everyday life it is usually informal, unstructured and amorphous. 39 This type of memory lasts for as long as the organization that is producing it and as a general rule will be lost or forgotten within three generations if there is not a conscious decision to ensure it is turned into cultural memory.
"Cultural memory" is defined as a community's collective memory materialized in forms and practices and referring to a distant past. This type of memory is dependent on various memory aids such as rites, rituals, myths, or monuments which are generally supervised by specialists in the field that can convey the intended message.
Preservation of this type of memory stabilizes and spreads its self-image; a collective shared knowledge, preferably of the past, on which a group's sense of unity and individuality is based. 40 Finally there is what is termed as "social memory," which is "an artificial recollection of some experiences by some groups, institutions, or individuals in society organized according to recognizable scripts and having a moral dimension." 
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When planning commemorative efforts the Army and JSOC must take into account the multiple perspectives of those interpreting the memorial and remain cognizant that perspectives, attitudes, and feelings are subject to shift with public sentiments. Realizing the nuances involved with memory helps provide a foundation for the development of commemorative efforts or the construction of memorials.
Commemorative Form
Monuments shed insight on the people who advocate, raise money, and erect them, as they do about the people who are the primary focus of the effort who are being honored. Memorialization can be difficult since it is not an effort where one will find a single point of view that satisfies all parties that participate in the process. Oftentimes, there are intense debates over what the memorial is designed to represent or the message it is to convey. Edward Linenthal defines memorial construction workers as the following: veterans, politicians, museum professionals, historians, and opinion shapers from all walks. He also has three working hypotheses about public memory and memorialization: 43 1) The finished product in no way captures all the behind the scenes drama and infighting that occurs among the various groups associated with the memorial;
2) Memorial construction will always be controversial;
3) Controversy surrounding the memorial doesn't mean that something is wrong, rather that volatile memory work is taking place.
In the United States monuments are typically built right after a traumatic event or in 20-30 year cycles after the event. Building a monument or memorial, whether on the local or national level can be a rigorous social undertaking. Some basic considerations that must be addressed include the following: 1) is there consensus to the effort, 2) is there overt opposition to the effort, 3) establishing committees to procure funding, land, artist, design just to name a few. 44 Many of the war memorials in Washington D.C. were built in classic architectural styles that proclaim "military triumphalism," such as the World War II Memorial and the Iwo Jima Monument. However, it should be noted that the most visited war memorial, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, does not embrace the same architectural style which indicates that a shift has taken place from the more traditional forms of remembrance. 45 John Ruskin says, "there are but two strong conquerors of the forgetfulness of men, Poetry and architecture." Memorials are an effort to extend the lives of the dead in the memories of the living and are designed to counteract the forgetting that increases 18 with each succeeding generation. One other indisputable fact about memorials is that "the production of sacred space depends on money." 46 Military organizations and governmental organizations are not budgeted for memorials therefore they generally rely on support organizations to raise the necessary funds in order to establish memorials.
Sites of memory can be underwritten by nations but the preponderance of memorials are normally works undertaken by small groups who make a concerted effort to perpetuate remembrance. Without these "social agents" working to keep memories alive there would not be as strong a collective memory as currently recognized. These groups are normally brought together not by blood relations but rather through shared experiences of history that has had a profound impact on their lives. Many of the statesponsored monuments of the twentieth century, especially in Europe, can evoke simultaneous emotional appreciation on multiple levels from the national, regional, local, and in some cases even down to the individual family level.
Often organizations want to create agency for those that have been lost in war, not due to national pressure but rather because the sense of duty and responsibility of the individual's or organization's need to speak out on behalf of the war dead. Although almost all have altruistic goals in mind at the inception, it is imperative to understand that creating this agency is extremely arduous work and requires tremendous time, effort and financial resources in order to successfully create an appropriate memorial.
Regardless of the energy expended in the creation of a memorial and of a collective memory, it has a limited "shelf life" and will fade with time. Furthermore, as time marches on from the establishment of the memorial, the meaning assigned to the site of memory will lose the particular significance that those responsible for its creation had associated with it. 47 Those who desire to create a site of remembrance do so because the significant event has impacted their lives in some way. They also approach the project with the understanding that it will undoubtedly be controversial, at least on some level, and require huge expenditures both financially and through personal sacrifice, which can be in many different forms including: lobbying, artistic design and development, securing donations, forming support organizations, etc.
Michael Keren in his book War Memory and Popular Culture brings up the point that many veterans come to the realization that their war memories are not transferable.
Therefore it is imperative that memorials are built to overcome or perhaps simply mitigate the non-transference between the veteran and the next several generations.
Nation states are normally quick to build memorials and sponsor ceremonies to their warriors when the war itself was considered noble and justified. This "non-transference"
problem is aggravated when a war is seen as controversial or lacking in public support, evidenced among other things by long delays in building memorials, or even an absence.
As a general rule, most veterans desire to pass along their wartime heritage to subsequent generations. One significant reason is their sense of obligation towards their fallen brothers. Additionally, many feel it is incumbent on them to extol the virtues that come through personally experiencing war, such as heroism, sacrifice, valor, camaraderie, disregard for class distinction, and devotion to a cause higher than oneself. Traditionally these virtues were the foundations of the nation state and 20 veterans were often encouraged to help create a social memory for their country.
George Mosse claims that these positive elements of war memory were embraced by nations as validation of their choosing to fight for national glory and national interests.
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Recent Legislation
Over the last several decades there are many factors that have and will continue to be impediments to commemorative efforts after our nation concludes the war in truth, for the living. They remind us of our mortality but also celebrate the lives and memories of those we have loved, trusted and respected. Certainly, we mourn their loss -but we also glory in the knowledge of their extraordinary contributions to our service and to our country." Even more apropos to organizational significance were Director Porter J. Goss's words in 2006: "When we move on -whether to another chapter in our careers or our lives -we never lose the distinct sense of pride in belonging to such a storied and exceptional organization. Nor do we ever forget having been in the company of such remarkably talented men and women, especially those we honor today, whose deeds are immortal. We see, in our mind's eye, these deep cut stars engraved in marble, and we know that we always will be part of something noble and worthy." commemorative front while the opportunity to honor and remember our comrades is within our power.
